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FREE TUTORIAL:  CARD #7
Penguin Place Gift Card Holder

You will need:
156789 Penguin Place Bundle
102482 Real Red Cardstock - 4-¼ x 11; long
edge at top of trimmer, score at 5-½” and
8-¼”
122924 Pool Party Cardstock - 4-¼ x 3-¼”
159276 Basic White Cardstock - 4 x 3” and
4-⅛ x 2-½” (for the inside) + a scrap for
penguin and scarf images - 2 x 3”
147084 Real Red ink pad
147095 Granny Apple Green ink pad
147107 Pool Party ink pad
147086 Pumpkin Pie ink pad
147115 Soft Suede ink pad
149165 Basic Gray ink padd
104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals
149699 Stampin’ Seal adhesive
154031 Tear + Tape adhesive
156484 Cute Star adhesive-backed sequins

Directions:
1. Using Real Red ink pad and star stamp from the stamp set, randomly stamp stars all over the

two smaller scored sections of the base card. Using a 1 or 1-½” circle punch, punch a portion of a
circle on the outside edge with the smallest score section. Place adhesive on the top and
bottom edges of the smallest score section and fold it in toward the center score line to create a
little pocket for the gift card.  Use the small star and stamp additional stars on the base card.

2. Build the scene for the penguin.  Stamp the hill image in Pool Party ink across the center of the
panel. Stamp trees using the Granny Apple Green ink pad, stamping twice before re-inking to
get light and dark trees. Stamp the sentiment using Real Red ink.

3. Stamp the penguin in Basic Gray ink on the scrap and punch him out using the Penguin punch.
Add his feet in Basic Gray ink. Stamp his nose in Pumpkin Pie ink. Stamp the scarf in Real Red
ink on the scrap and fussy cut this out with scissors, making sure to cut right along the edge of
the color. Glue the scarf to the penguin’s neck with Multipurpose adhesive or tape runner.

4. Place the Penguin onto the scene panel and use him to gage where to stamp the antlers using
Soft Suede ink. Using dimensional adhesive, pop the penguin up off the front of the card panel

Visit http://www.queencitystampart.com and click the BLOG tab to view video tutorial for this card.
Search Penguin Place.



5. Add Cute Star sequins to the scene.
6. Add Stampin’ Seal tape runner adhesive to back of the panel on the left side and glue this panel

to the front flap of the base card.
7. Stamp the remaining Basic White panel to the inside of the card, next to the score line. Stamp a

sentiment of your choice in this space. Gift card can go in the little pocket.
8. Don’t forget to stamp a penguin or a few trees on the front of the envelope!

Visit http://www.queencitystampart.com and click the BLOG tab to view video tutorial for this card.
Search Penguin Place.


